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Introduction 

The spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, which seems to 

occur in nature, is one of the raost fascinating and yet not 

solved problems in the theory of itrong interactions (for a re¬ 

cent review see e.g. [i] ). Various dynamical mechanisms have 

been proposed to explain it, in particular in th© framework of 

QCD, but essentially ell have one common feature i the chi -

rally non-symmetric ground state of the theory (the vacuum) is 

e fermion-antifermion (querk-entiquark) condensate, which de¬ 

velops as a consequence of a sufficiently strong fenuion-anti-

fermion attraction. 

In this article I discuss a certain simple (.perhaps over-

simplified) but physically appealing approach to the problem 

[2-5]I one takes the existence of those attractive fermion-anti-

fermion interactions for granted, assumes that they can be 

approximated by an instantaneous vector potential interaction, 

and tries to deduce physical consequences (the structure of the 

Vacuum-) effective ferm i or* masses» etc*]. To be raoro 3p«ci f I c, 

let us write the Hausll toni an assumed in these models : 

(1) 

where 

is the "charge" density (va suppress possible flavour and co¬ 

lour indices; or we can think of (i) as a model for Q£D). 

The normal ordering in (i) is understood yith respect to the 

creation/destruction operators' in the field expansion 

(z) 

in terms of free spinors of mass 0*. v three-momentum p and 

helicity h. (we quantize in a finite volume, omitting the triv-



-ial factor* liku volume ~ , etc.). The fields <j/ are 

Assumed to satisfy the usual canonical antlcommutation rela¬ 

tions. 

The Hnmlltonlan (1), with the normal ordering as indi¬ 

cated, is fashioned after that of the Coulomb gauge QED or 

QCDt In which only tha Coulomb Interaction tern haa been 

retained j in that case the potential would be V(T) = ot. / \T\ 

(positive l)f corresponding to the attraction In the fermion 

-antifertnion charge zero (singlet) channel* Vhan this ia 

tha case, (i) can be alternatively considered as the full QED 

or QCB Hamil tonlan reduced to the ferraionic sector of the >'ock 

apace, with no transverse photons (gluona). Needless to 

ftay, the model is not Lorentz-in\sriant. 

In general, the potential V is meant to describe an 

effective lov energy four-fermion interaction, with an appro¬ 

priate UV cut-oTf! correspondingly, the fermion mass -nrv. in 

(i) should be understood to be UV renormalized. We will 

clarify this point later. 

Models baaed In the Hamiltonlan (l) have been studied 

in s number of pepers [2-^] In the case fn. x 0, when (_1 ) 

is strictly chiral-invariant. In [l,3] the normal-ordered 

version :H: of the Hamilton!an was used, while the differ-

-enccs between this and the original Hamiltonian were dis -

cussad by the Orsay group (particularly the firat two papers 

of ref. [it]). In the present article we generalize to tha 

case «. 4 0 where, aa we shall sea, the question of nornal 

ordering: is even aori important. (After this work wae com¬ 

pleted, ther« appeared a paper by Stokar ^5} , in which 

the normally ordered Hamlltonian with '\ ̂  O la assumed) we 

comment on that iii Seca 4). 

2. The variational principle 

In the interaction term in (i) the "charge" densities 

ere individually normal—ordered, their product, however, 

is not i it contains terms like (i i ) (So i) , etc. If we 

now bring H to the normal-ordered form, we get from the 

anticocanutation relations not merely a c-number, but also 

an expression bilinear in the fields, which is JUBt the solf-

-energy Hamiltonian i 

HN) = (3) 

and 

where 

with is thc free formion propagator. 

Tile exact ground states of the Hamil toni ans H or 

:H t are. of course, not icnovn* Approximate solutions can 

be obtained by choosing B certain form of the trial wave 

function and minimizing the expectation value of the Hamilto¬ 

nian. The standard choicQ is the on© proposed by Nambu and 

Jonn-Lasinio [6j t 

\ 2 ̂  t," 

Here and in the following p = |p) , and |(>̂  is the psrturba-

tive ("empty") vacuum, by definition annihilated by the 

operators b and 4 . Pfcysically, (5) is a coherent state 

of pairs consisting of a fermion and an antifermlon- of oppo — 

site three-momenta and same helicltles. Those, In analogy 

to the superconductivity, are usually called "Cooper pairs". 

A single Cooper pair , averaged over hellcitias and momenta, 



with the weight j , as in eq. (5)» ia a J = 0+ atato. 
Vhen the holi t i »>' states aro convertod to the usual orbital 
angulai momontun and total spin basis, such o pair has 
L e S = 1 i incidentally in the case of urnssi ess fertnions 
interacting via a vortor potential, this state Is exactly 
degenerate in on nr/;/ with tlm L = S = 0, 0~+ state, 

The physics bohind eq. (5} is simple ; if the inter¬ 
action is strong enought f«rmion-ant i formion bound states of 
nefia ti ve total inprj;v in ay exist,. ilenco the energy' of th« 
system 3s lowered by <- rrating more and more such bound states, 
until thcy fill up the whole space, II the interactions 
be twopn d i f f o, rent pairs are not very st rong, it is then r^a-
soriab 1 e* to ap proximo le the ground .• tate by the colie rent state 
of 2ndependent Cooper pairs* 

Vhon evaluating the expectation value of M or Tri; in 
the s t a i o ^ Y ̂  w 0 obtain, a par t from the kinetic ene rgy 
contribution, sovoral interaction terms, which can be re-
prosa 111 Bd ,11 agr amma fci colly as in Fig. 1 • Tlie con tributi ons 
of onler />x [ i . e , nonvanishing whon "Vr- ~ 0) inciude 
scattering of a Cooper pair into another pair with a different 
i;i terna.1 monioncum, creation (or annLhilation; of two p.-.irs, 
a:ul el S3 tic scattering" (vi a annihilation or f e rrnion yxchan »;**} 
of two pairs into the same state of two pairs j there is 
also a self-energy contribution to th« kinetic energy of a 
single pair. 

Next come trrma proportional to nr*. ; one pair going 
into two pairs or' vie*? versa, and ioriginating from »"> retX" i 
creation î or annihi lation) of one pair from the vacuum. 
(Wo consider OTV small, and neglect terms of order w and 
higher). If vo define chirality - fieli city for fermions and 
chiraMty = -helicity for antifermions, then a Cooper pair is 
a chirality = - 1 system. Therefore, when *vt - 0 and 
chirality i a conservod, only an even number of paira can be 
created or annihilated. In the terms involving an odd num¬ 
ber of pairs chirality must change by one unit at ono of the 

verticesj this costs a factor TH, , 

Let us limit ourselves Tor a momen t to the case -^s 0, 
Evaluating w j 1-1 (0) W"> end imposing the condition for the mi¬ 
nimum r 

we obtain a nonlinear equation 

(6) 

where p = f)/p . If ;H: is used, the first, term in the square 
brackets has to be omitted. In eq. (6) we have taken Y_ 
real, which, for a t'jvpn J V ^ ( always minimizes the energy 
L^] • Still , as vr«sal?o noticed in [3] , eq. (Ą) is in-
v;iri ant undp r the transforrriati on y p—* ~ f p » and has t wo 
solutions + i » 

Here v<r come to an important point. For tn.= 0 we have 
two so 1 u t i »ns , differing by the « if'n • They give o pp o site 
sifTis to the- formion condensate, 

r* s imp! v 
I M (0): 

This arbitrariness in sifTn is not an accident. It 
a consequei'ic e of the chijra 1 invgri gnce of ri'O) o 
and of the fact, that the scalar deniit> 'ty '^ is n n_c chi -
ral-invariant| it transfonrs into a line or corr.binntiun n f 
itself and thu pseudoscalar density, 



is the axial charge. From eq. (8) it foilows that only 
^f'O 2 + ̂ 'f ̂ S B ^ ^ 1 i a c h i r a l ly invariant and well-defined| 
and since the expectation value of ty i-lfę ty in the state (5) 
automatically vanishes, the value of (̂  1^) is fixed, but 
only up to a sign. 

In other words, the sign of \ty^^ is not determined 
simply because, for t*. = 0, the eigenstates of the Harailto-
nian or the trial states, connected by the chiral transforma¬ 
tion pro degenerate in energy* So, let us take now >M.">0. 
Phis bre»k« the chlral invariance and lifts the degeneracy. 
In our ct.- vjntf of the states characterized by i Xp viii have 
0 lMver energy »nd be a better approximation to the ground 
St.- -ej this will give a definite sign to (Ą ij< y 

To see what happens, let us assume that the mass is small 
^compared to the UV cut-off, which is the only other dimension-
ful parameter in the model), and write 

Ufa) = H(D)+ AH 4 5(V) 
i»nd the same for :H(»>): ), The expectation value of A H 
can be evaluated e.g. from the diagrams of Fig. 1, with the 

But, since wH is a small perturbation, we ran take for V 
the solution of eq. (6), corresponding to r*. =0. Hence, 
using also eq. (7), we simply get 

(9) 

This implies that the stats with 
tically fevourad. 

łtive is snorge-

If ^H: is taken instead of H t the result is 

(10) 

Here again Y* can be token to be tho solution to the un¬ 
perturbed pr̂ blftra w'rth :H{C?): . Numerical solutions are known £3"] 
for a modified Coulomb potential 1 ]Y0| =1 and, at least 
for some reasonable range of parameters, n B \ monotonically 

decreases towards zero with growing p . Let us assutne this 
and look, in eq. (1 0/ t at the sun; over cj with fixed P 
and l^"^l • Since )(-/£- (l+X^/ mono toni cal ly dec-
ressss, O vi 11 tend to be small, and therefore p- ̂  
wi11 tend to be parallel to p • Consequently, the sum in 
eq. i.10) will have the aame sign 35 y( p . Taking into ac¬ 
count the additional minus sign in eq. (i C J it-follows that 
to lower thti energy we have to take positive )(p , which 
will give (^J 1^/ positive 1 

On the other hand, wo have the Ge11-Mann, Oakes and 
Ronjier (GMOR) [7") relation 

between the pion mass, the pion weak decay constant, the cur-
-rent quark mass and the expectation value of -ty ̂  in the 
true ground state 1XO . Eq. (1 1 ) impllfs that (iV^^ must 
bo neqativfl. evidently in agreement with the result obtained 
from H and in conflict with the result from :Hc • 

The general analysis 

In the last Saction we considered an approximate ground 
state lv> determined by minimizing (^ | : H [ft) : \ X"> within 
the class of trial functions (5). u« found, for reasonable 



potentials V , that ^ I ^ P ^ I X ^ > 0. Strictly spesK-
-ing, this does not necessarily contradict the relation (11) 
because, after all, l)( >̂ is only an approximation to 
the exact ground state I-Cî  • Our result would then imply 
that thia approximation is so poor that it even fails to repro¬ 
duce the correct sign of (if^i Ve shall show, however, that 
there is another, more essential reason for the failure. 
Namely, we find that the mass nw. in the normal-ordered Ha-
miltonian :H('YI^: is not the same "current" fermion mass that 
appears in the relation (11)• In other words, eq. (iij does 
not hold 'fhen tK appearing there is the mass parameter or 
• Hf^): < On the other band, there are no problems with the 
original H ('») . 

Let us start with writing down explicit expressions for 
A H and A'M: . A simple way to do this is to note that 
Ą H and £".-r|: must involve a vertex at which chirality chan¬ 

ges by one unit (cfi the discussion of the diagrams of Fig. 1), 
i.e. a product of operators t>p,x ^?-i ' ° r ^+P+t ̂ V * ' 
etc. Now, under the chiral rotation, as defined in eq, (8); 
tfeg),-* e*p(iio<.) dtW etc., the sign depending on the 
chirality. Hence, the chirality changing terms in A W will 
acquire factors ©Xp(t2l«) , or, when we add two transforms 

with the angles OL and -ot , the factor 2cos2oc 
Consequently, 

Expanding for small cL we get 

A H - J l 1 2 ) 

and, of course, an "analogous expression for A * 
Evaluating the commutators wo obtain 

C13) 

i.e. exactly the same term which appears in the Hamiltonian(1), 
also in agreement with eq. (9). It is now evident thrt that 
state with Cp ty") < 0 is energetically favourable. 

Furthermore, sandwiching eq. (12) between the ground sta¬ 
tes gives 

When the left hand side (l.h.s) is saturated by the single 
pion states, this reduces to the GMOR formule (li). Even mo¬ 
rs generally, the l.h.s. is positive-definite, which implies 
that v^ ' ̂ p "4* 1-̂ -? must be negative (or zero, when ehi-
ral syumetry is not spontaneously bri-icen). 

If we now evaluate A :\Ą: , the result is different, 
essentially because Hjgir does not commute with Qg . Ve 
find 

or, symbolically, 

A:H: = \d\ "(i-
As before, we hav» (r.ov |-Q.̂ > is the ground state of 

= - 2-
(16; 

But, if the potential is sufficiently strong (and it rauat be 
sufficiently strong to yield the spontaneous chiral symmetry 
breaking) 7~*. may exceed 1, at least in the important re -
g i o n o f m o m e n t a p* . H e n c e £ U J < < 0 does not imply 

10 



yvf 1" )> < O. This is why ve found (% \ ">[• "ty I v/• >O in the 

previous Section* 

Let us finally try to clarify the physical meaning of eq. 

(15). The kinstio energy part of H(fn) is obviously 

Adding the self-energy terms amounts, aa can be checkedi to 

the replacement 

(17) 

(the last approximation results from P - ^ in the sum). 

It id this quantity which should be interpreted as the radiati-

vely corrected, "physicalM fermion energy in the normal vacuum 

(this mus t not be confused wl th the ©ffcctlve energy, or mass , 

whi ch the fermion acquires through interactions Kith the fer-

mion condensate in the chirpLly non-symmetri c vacuum). Since 

the model is not Lorentz—invariantt the energy of eq. (1 7 ) is 

not exactly of the form y 1*1̂  •+ js1" • However, for small 

p a eq. (l 7 ) is approximately equivalent to the loves t order 

mass renormallzation 

At the same time the "current* ferraion mass which appears in 

eqs. (13) and (1U) is still the original "bare" mass TW. Intro¬ 

duced in H {T»\)* 

Things are different with the normally ordered * H (/*n ) ; , 

Here t by conatruction, self-energy corrections are absent 

(to the lowest order), and the renormelized, "physical", 

form!on mass in the normal vacuum is simply THr . On the other 

hand, the "current" ferraion mass appearing in eq, (15) is 

I Vp I OK , i.e. it ia the "de-renormalized" mess, in which 

the renormalization is undone, or, in other words, simply 

the bare mass. 

The situation is summarized in the table below 1 

current mass "physical" mass 

As stated before, the current mess is meant to be the mass 

appearing in the GMOR formula (°r its analogues (i*t)»(l6j)» in 

the expression for the divergence of the axial current ^or the 

commutator \.ri, Q%\ )» etc* The "physical" mass is undrrstood 

to be the mass the "physi cal" on—she11 fermi on would have in 

the normal vacuum. I,e. it includes the perturbetivc radia¬ 

tive corrections,, but no nonperturbative effects cause] by thc> 

fermion condensate. The most important message is sirr-.rly that 

1*\. in ij-lf*11)'* is not the current mass . 

In view of this result there appears to be no good reason 

to employ :j-|: instead of \-\ . The original motivation 

seems to. have b»ent as discussed in I**l ( to avoid the Cou¬ 

lomb ITV divergences present In the self-energy, But, when 

/">x 4 0, these divergences would appear anyway, this time in 

the current mass ^7^ would be divergent for a pure Co u lonib 

potential V J. 

Concluding remarks 

We hope to have clarified the meaning of the fermion masses 

appearing in the model Hamilton!an flf«) of eq, (i ) and in 

!H(fO; . A natural question is hov is that related to the 

full theory, Lorentz-invariant and without an UV cut-off, 

No»> the UV renormaliZBtion must be done. As a consequen-



co of adding counter-terms, the full QCD Hamiltonian will 

now contain a raasa term rn^(M) nf i|/ with a bare mass 

1"ifc(M) , and a bare coupling constant <JB f M ) , both 

depending on some regulator (cut-off) mass M in such a way 

that physical quantities are M -independent when M-»°o. 

These •WjtMl and $ B ( M ) at a given very largo M can 

be taken as parameters fully defining the theory. Of course, 

they are uniquely related to renormalized parameters fv\(t*)and 

<5t(/») , appropriately defined e.g. in terms of exact Green 

functions at space-like momenta p = — ̂  ( these parameters 

at a given scale (A , can equally well determine the theory. 

Actually, If f t » A , A being the scale above which <J.Ch»)<cl, 

then T«(JH.) « r"B{f<\ 

Now, relations like (lU) (the GMOR relation) look the sa¬ 

me as before, except that on the r.h»s* im is replaced by 

Tn B ( N ) , and the matrix element (-0-1 "If ty l-fi-)" involves ra¬ 

diative corrections calculated with the cut-off ("1 (ths pro¬ 

duct must be M -independent, since the l.h.e. is)» Hence, 

the fermion current mass at the (very large) momentum scale 

M is simply Tng(M)~ Y* CM) • Conventionally, one uses 

a parameter uniquely related to that - the renorrnalized mass 

tn(/w.) at some fixed scale (say p. = 1 GeV), 

How does this current mass relate to the current mass in 

the model Hamiltonian ? As we have mentioned before, the Ha-

railtonian (i) is a simplified QCD Hamiltonian with an UV cut-

-off. The cut-off M has to be taken M >„ A i since above 

the scale A the running coupling constant becomes small. 

And since we ignore phenomena occuring at momenta large compa¬ 

red to M , wo can only require the model Hamiltonian to be 

approximately equivalent to the full Hamiltonian with the sa¬ 

me cut-off M . Consequently, the parameter «vt in H("m) 

should be approximately equal to /fn_8(M) er /m. ( M ) of the 

full theory, i.e. it can indeed be identified with the usual 

fermion current mass at the cut-off scale M £, A . From this 

point of view, the "physical" fermion mass we introduced is also 

13 

the rpnormalized mass, but renormalized on tha naaa—ahell, 

at the small scale of the mass itself. 

Let us finally comment on the recent paper [5} , which 

studies tht dependence of the fermion condensation on the 

fermion mf.ss introduced In the Hamiltonian. Jfor a typical 

Coulomb-type potential it is found there that the condensate 

disappears when the mass exceeds some critical value = ISO MeV 

(i.e. roughly the strange quark current mass). However, the 

Hamiltonian used in [5] is the normal-ordered one, and, 

according to our analysis, the masa appearing there i3 the 

"physical" rather then the current mass. The latter may bo 

then significantly smaller than 150 MeV, On the other hand, 

when H instead of :(-|: is used, the very occurence of the 

spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking may require a stronger 

potential (to overcome the self-energy effects). But with 

a stronger potential the condensate is likely to persist for 

larger masses. The situation is therefore unclear and a 

more careful analysis seems necessary to estimate the criti¬ 

cal mass more quantitatively. 
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Figure Caption 

Fig,1 Diagrams contributing to the expectation value 
(^\Щщ')\1^ split into contributions to the normal-
ordered Hamiltonian and the aelf-energy part, and in
to terma of order 14* end **. • Tłie wavy line is 
the potential V 1 and tho arcs indicate Cooper 
paira. Obvious time-reversed and charge-conjugated 
diagram* have to be added. 
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